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This study investigated whether older adults could acquire the ability to perform 2 cognitive operations
in parallel in a paradigm in which young adults had been shown to be able to do so (K. Oberauer & R.
Kliegl, 2004). Twelve young and 12 older adults practiced a numerical and a visuospatial continuous
memory updating task in single-task and dual-task conditions for 16 to 24 sessions. After practice, 9
young adults were able to process the 2 tasks without dual-task costs, but none of the older adults had
reached the criterion of parallel processing. The results suggest a qualitative difference between young
and older adults in how they approach dual-task situations.
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In this study, we investigated whether older adults could acquire
through practice the ability to carry out two cognitive operations at
the same time without dual-task costs. The question of whether
older adults experience particular difficulties in dual-task situa-
tions has become a topic of extensive research for both theoretical
and practical reasons. On the practical side, managing dual-task
situations such as driving a car while using a telephone (Strayer &
Johnston, 2001) or thinking while walking on a narrow track (Li,
Lindenberger, Freund, & Baltes, 2001) might be particularly tax-
ing for older adults and create significant impairments and risks.
From a theoretical point of view, insights from dual-task experi-
ments can help narrow down the sources of age-related cognitive
deficits. Dual tasking is regarded as one of the prime examples of
the application of executive functions (Baddeley, 1996). Accord-
ing to this view, doing two things at once requires executive skills
for assigning processing resources or processing time to the two
tasks, and for scheduling processing steps in a way that minimizes
interference. Contrasting single tasks with dual-task situations
therefore can be useful for isolating executive functions. Aging is
assumed to be accompanied by particularly severe declines in
executive functions (Mayr, Spieler, & Kliegl, 2001; West, 1996),
and this assumption has led to the prediction that older adults
experience specific difficulties with dual-task situations. It has also
been argued, however, that dual-task costs discriminate between

normal aging and early phases of Alzheimer’s dementia (Badde-
ley, Baddeley, Bucks, & Wilcock, 2001; Baddeley & Della Sala,
1996). According to these authors, healthy older adults are not
particularly impaired in dual-task situations, but those with begin-
ning Alzheimer’s are.

Age Effects on Dual-Task Costs

Research so far has yielded mixed results with respect to the
question of whether older adults have specific difficulties in man-
aging dual-task situations. Whereas some studies have found no
specific age differences in dual-task performance (Baddeley, Bad-
deley, Bucks, & Wilcock, 2001; Baddeley & Della Sala, 1996),
others have (e.g., Hartley, 2001; Hartley & Little, 1999).

A meta-analysis by Verhaeghen, Steitz, Sliwinski, and Cerella
(2003) revealed an additive effect of dual-task coordination in both
younger and older people. That means that dual-tasking requires
adding an extra processing stage to the sequence of processes
needed for completing single tasks, and the duration of the added
stage is independent of the duration of the single-task processes.
The additional stage takes longer in older than in younger adults,
and more so than would be expected from the proportional slowing
of older compared with younger adults in the single-task baseline
measures. In another meta-analysis, Riby, Perfect, and Stollery
(2004) also found an age effect on dual-task costs. These authors
found task domain to be a moderator of the amount of age-related
dual-task effects: Tasks with controlled processing or with difficult
motor components showed greater dual-task impairment than tasks
that relied on automatic processing (i.e., language processing,
implicit memory tasks).

One disadvantage of the two meta-analyses is that they aggre-
gated dual-task studies that combined tasks with a wide range of
difficulty and complexity. Dual-task studies combining complex
tasks have been criticized because they do not allow for precise
control of the relative timing of processing steps in the two
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processing streams (Pashler, 1994). This criticism applies partic-
ularly to studies that used apparently continuous tasks (e.g., typing,
reading) and demonstrated vanishing dual-task costs through prac-
tice (Allport, Antonis, & Reynolds, 1972; Hirst, Spelke, Reaves,
Caharack, & Neisser, 1980; Shaffer, 1975). Such continuous dual-
task designs offer the opportunity of switching back and forth
between the two tasks, interleaving potentially conflicting process-
ing stages in a way that they never overlap in time. These para-
digms are useful for investigating people’s ability to coordinate
two tasks by scheduling processing steps in an efficient way, but
they are ill suited to determining whether cognitive processes from
two tasks actually run in parallel without mutual interference, as
opposed to being interleaved in time.

The psychological refractory period (PRP) procedure provides a
more controlled experimental paradigm by which it is possible to
assess to what degree people can perform processing components
of two tasks in parallel. In this paradigm, participants make two
speeded responses to two stimuli in close temporal proximity,
determined by an experimentally varied stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA). Dual-task costs are typically revealed by an increase in
reaction times (RTs) for the reactions to the second stimulus with
decreasing SOA. This is called the PRP effect. Its most common
interpretation is that it reflects a bottleneck for a central stage in
the processing of the stimulus, associated with the selection of one
of several possible responses (Pashler, 1994).

According to the central-bottleneck theory, sensory and motor
processes can operate in parallel as long as there are no structural
overlaps (e.g., one cannot use the hand for two opposing move-
ments at the same time). Central operations, most notably response
selection (i.e., deciding on one of several response alternatives
contingent on a stimulus or a representation in working memory),
can be executed only one at a time. The bottleneck is assumed to
be a feature of the cognitive architecture of all individuals, and it
is assumed to be automatically assigned first to one and then to the
other task. Bottleneck theorists usually do not include executive
processes (such as deciding which process to do when, or switch-
ing the bottleneck from one task to the other) into their models of
RTs in dual-task situations. Therefore, within bottleneck theory
there is little room for predicting specific age-related difficulties in
dual-tasking over and above the effects of age on the individual
tasks. Older adults would be expected to show a larger PRP effect
(as found, for instance, by Allen, Smith, Vires-Collins, & Sperry,
1998) if they spent more time with the response selection stage of
Task 1 (i.e., the first task to be completed in a PRP paradigm). If
older adults’ cognitive processes are slowed in general (Salthouse,
1996), they need the bottleneck longer for completion of Task 1,
and this inevitably leads to a longer delay of Task 2 at short SOAs.

There are, however, two potential loci for age differences in
dual-task costs beyond age differences in single-task performance.
First, the baseline for the PRP effect is not single-task RT but RT
on the second task after a long SOA. The difference between RTs
at long SOAs and single-task RTs can be attributed to the cost of
having to prepare for two tasks in the PRP paradigm. Costs of
holding two task sets in preparation are also observed in task-
switching paradigms, in which they are referred to as global switch
costs or mixing costs. These costs are disproportionately larger in
older adults when the two task sets overlap (Mayr, 2001) and
might also carry specific age differences in situations with low
task-set overlap, such as most PRP experiments (cf. Verhaeghen &

Cerella, 2002). Second, in a recent study of age differences in the
PRP paradigm after extensive practice, Maquestiaux, Hartley, and
Bertsch (2004) found that the bottleneck model fit the data only
after including a task-switching stage that was assumed to take
longer in older adults.

An alternative to the bottleneck theory is the executive process–
interactive control (EPIC) modeling framework by Meyer and
Kieras (1997a, 1997b). These authors argued that the PRP effect is
a manifestation of strategic deferment of response to the second
stimulus (i.e., Task 2 response). This cautious strategy can be
overcome under certain conditions: The tasks combined must not
make overlapping sensory and motor demands, the instructions
must not prioritize one of the tasks (as is usually done in the PRP
paradigm), and people must practice the combination of the two
tasks to acquire a more daring strategy. If these conditions are met,
Meyer and Kieras claimed, then two central processes can be
executed in parallel without costs. In this framework, executive
processes are assumed to play a major role for the scheduling of
the two tasks, and this assumption leaves room for expecting
specific age differences in dual-task paradigms, even in highly
constrained ones like the PRP paradigm.

Evidence on age differences in the PRP paradigm has yielded
mixed conclusions. A study by Glass et al. (2000) examined age
effects in the PRP paradigm and modeled the data with the EPIC
architecture. They modeled differences in dual-task RTs between
two age groups through a combination of general slowing in old
age, process-specific slowing (perceptual identification), and dif-
ferences in task-coordination strategies, as older adults were as-
sumed to use a more cautious nonoverlapping task scheduling
strategy. In contrast to this conclusion, studies by Allen et al.
(2002), by Hartley and Maquestiaux (2002), and by Lien et al.
(2006) have suggested that older adults allow even more process-
ing overlap than young adults.

Practice Effects on Dual-Task Costs

Extensive practice with the combination of two tasks is one of
the prerequisites for parallel processing mentioned by Meyer,
Kieras, and colleagues (Kieras, Meyer, Ballas, & Lauber, 2000). In
fact, several studies have shown that dual-task costs in the PRP
paradigm vanished when young adults practiced the task combi-
nation over several sessions (Hazeltine, Teague, & Ivry, 2002;
Schumacher et al., 2001). Tombu and Jolicoeur (2004), however,
criticized these studies for using a response deadline method that
encouraged more effort in the dual-task than the single-task con-
dition. Our group developed an alternative to the PRP paradigm as
a means of studying whether people can perform two cognitive
operations in parallel. In a previous study with the continuous
memory updating paradigm (described in the next section), 5 out
of 6 young adults achieved parallel processing without dual-task
costs after extensive practice (Oberauer & Kliegl, 2004). In our
paradigm, no response deadlines were used, so the criticism of
Tombu and Jolicoeur does not apply. Therefore, the study of
Oberauer and Kliegl is as far as we know the most unequivocal
evidence to date for perfect time sharing in young adults. For this
reason we used it as a starting point for investigating whether older
adults, too, are able to acquire perfect time sharing after practice.

A few studies have investigated to what degree older adults
benefit from practice on dual-task paradigms. Kramer, Larish, and
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Strayer (1995), who practiced young and older adults in combining
two relatively complex tasks, showed impressive practice gains of
older adults when practiced with a variable-emphasis schedule (see
also Bherer et al., 2005). But again, due to the complexity of the
tasks, it is not clear whether practice enabled true parallel execu-
tion of central processes or acquisition of more sophisticated
task-scheduling strategies that avoid peripheral interference and
make optimal use of a central bottleneck.

An age comparison using massive practice within the PRP
design (Maquestiaux et al., 2004) showed that age-related differ-
ences in the PRP effect did not reduce but rather increased with
training, a result that was attributed to an extra stage prior to
response selection of Task 2, which was present only for older
adults or was noticeably longer for older adults than for younger
adults. The authors conjectured that this stage is associated with
the initiation or retrieval of Task 2 response mappings. Younger
adults seemed not to need this stage, possibly because they re-
trieved the mappings of both tasks prior to the presentation of the
two stimuli. Even younger adults, however, were not able to
eliminate dual-task costs and still showed a clear PRP effect of
more than 100 ms at the end of training.

To summarize, previous research has shown that older adults
have a specific difficulty with dual-task situations, but it is not
clear whether this difficulty lies with optimal scheduling of com-
ponents in combinations of complex tasks, or with a more basic
limitation on executing cognitive processes in parallel. Age-
comparative studies with tightly controlled paradigms such as the
PRP paradigm have been inconclusive so far. Likewise, it is
unclear what older adults can gain from practicing dual-task situ-
ations and, in particular, whether they would be able to eliminate
dual-task costs completely if practiced with suitable task combi-
nations and conditions. From the perspective of a theory such as
EPIC, which holds nonoptimal executive settings responsible for
dual-task costs, practice could help older adults to overcome
overly cautious scheduling strategies and thereby reach the same
level of dual-task proficiency as young adults. Alternatively, prac-
tice might make age differences in performance limits even more
pronounced, as has been observed before in this and other domains
of cognitive performance (Baltes & Kliegl, 1992; Kliegl, Smith, &
Baltes, 1989; Maquestiaux et al., 2004). The goal of the present
research was to use a paradigm in which young adults were shown
to overcome the bottleneck after massive practice and to investi-
gate whether older adults could acquire the skill of perfect time
sharing as well.

Perfect Time Sharing in the Continuous Memory
Updating Paradigm

The present study is an extension of Experiment 1 of Oberauer
and Kliegl (2004). They used a continuous memory updating
paradigm to test whether young adults could process an auditory–
numerical and a visuospatial task in parallel after practice. The
spatial task consisted of mentally shifting the spatial position of a
dot within a grid along the direction of an arrow displayed on the
screen. The arithmetic task was to update a digit through simple
arithmetic calculations according to tones. After the starting value
of the digit and the starting position of the dot were presented,
seven to nine updating operations were presented for each stimu-
lus, and participants worked through the sequence of operations in

a self-paced manner. This task combined the tight control of
participants’ timing of individual operations with a working mem-
ory paradigm in which the motor component was minimized and
constant across all conditions (i.e., pressing the space bar), thereby
ensuring that dual-task costs could arise only from sensory and
cognitive processes.

There were three conditions. In the sequential condition, partic-
ipants completed the sequence of spatial operations before switch-
ing to the sequence of numerical operations, or the other way
around. In the alternating condition, spatial and numerical updat-
ing operations alternated throughout the sequence. In the simulta-
neous condition, two operations, one numerical and one spatial,
were displayed simultaneously, and the participant pressed the
space bar after completing both of them. This condition therefore
provided an opportunity for executing the two operations in par-
allel. If a person completed the two operations in parallel without
mutual interference, the latency for completing both operations
should have been equal to the longer of two latencies—one for a
numerical and one for a spatial operation—in the sequential con-
dition, referred to as max(seq). Therefore, the latencies for single
operations in the sequential condition were used to generate pre-
dictions for the latencies in the simultaneous condition under the
assumption of perfect time sharing in the latter.

If we assume the operation of a central bottleneck, the latency
observed in the simultaneous condition under most conditions
should exceed the predicted latencies computed from the sequen-
tial condition. Specifically, the latency predicted under the bottle-
neck model should equal max(seq) plus the slack time that arises
when the operation performed second has to wait for the bottle-
neck. This slack time corresponds to the period of temporal over-
lap of the two processes if they are allowed to run in parallel (as
in the parallel model). The slack time can become zero under
special circumstances often referred to as latent bottleneck (Ruth-
ruff, Johnston, Van Selst, Whitsell, & Remington, 2003), namely,
if the central processing component of the operation performed
first takes no more time than the sensory component of the other
operation. The latent-bottleneck assumption was ruled out by
Oberauer and Kliegl (2004) for the paradigm in the present study
(a point we return to in the Discussion). Therefore, dual-task costs
were defined as the difference between observed latencies in the
simultaneous condition and the predicted latencies derived from
the maximum latencies of the sequential condition, that is,
max(seq). In Oberauer and Kliegl’s study, dual-task costs were
observed at the beginning of practice, but they decreased with
practice. Of the 6 young adults tested, 5 showed no significant
dual-task costs after 24 sessions of practice, thereby meeting the
criterion for perfect time sharing.

Experiment

For the purpose of the present study, we used the data from the
6 young participants enrolled in Experiment 1 of Oberauer and
Kliegl (2004). To increase the sample size, we recruited 6 more
young adults who received practice with the sequential and the
simultaneous conditions only. We dropped the alternating condi-
tion because it was not necessary for the assessment of whether in
the simultaneous condition the two operations were performed in
parallel. In addition, we tested 12 older adults. Six of them re-
ceived the original training schedule determined by Oberauer and
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Kliegl, and the other six practiced without the alternating condi-
tion. Thereby we set up a 2 � 2 design with training schedule (with
or without the alternating condition) and age (younger vs. older
adults) as between-subject factors.

Method

Participants

We tested 12 younger adults (mean age � 17 years, range �
16–19 years), 6 of whom were taken from the study of Oberauer
and Kliegl (2004), and 12 older adults (mean age � 68.5 years,
range � 64–77 years). Each participant was tested for a minimum
of 16 sessions. The younger adults were high school students, and
the older participants were pensioners out of the Potsdam partic-
ipant pool who had mostly been recruited via newspaper adver-
tisements or placards in recreational facilities frequented by older
people. The groups were equivalent in years of formal schooling
(young: 10.71 years, SD � 0.75; older: 10.50, SD � 1.78) and in
their self-ratings of subjective health as “good.” The younger
adults achieved higher scores on the digit symbol test than the
older adults (young: 61.17, SD � 8.27; older: 46.67, SD � 6.20),
but the older adults reached slightly higher scores on a vocabulary
test than the younger group (young: 30.42, SD � 2.31; older:
33.25, SD � 1.82). Thus, the two groups were comparable to
typical samples of young and older adults with respect to their
cognitive status. Participants received 6 Euros (approximately $8)
for each 45-min session plus an extra monetary bonus depending
on speed and accuracy in each training condition (the reward
system is explained in the following section).

Design and Procedure

Six participants in each age group completed a training schedule
with three conditions: sequential, alternating, and simultaneous.
The remaining 6 participants completed a training schedule with
only the sequential and the simultaneous conditions. Condition
was varied between sessions, changing in a fixed order from one
session to the next. We define as one training phase a set of
consecutive sessions in which all conditions were completed once;
a phase therefore included three sessions for one half of the
participants and two sessions for the other half. In the three-
condition group, 1 participant per age group was assigned to each
of the six possible orders of conditions within each phase, and in
the two-condition group, half of the participants started training
with the sequential and the other half with the simultaneous
condition.

One session consisted of 80 trials. There were no explicit
practice trials, although we regarded the first five trials of each
session as practice trials and thus excluded them from further
analysis. Each trial was subdivided into three stages: the presen-
tation of the initial values, the updating sequence, and the probing
of the final values of each task. At the beginning of a trial, the
participant saw “ready” for 500 ms in white on the black screen
before the screen went blank for 500 ms. Next a 5 � 5 grid
appeared in the center of the screen. The starting values of the two
tasks were presented individually in random order. The starting
value of the numerical task was a blue digit randomly chosen from
the range 1 to 9, displayed in the central cell of the grid. The

starting value for the spatial task was a red dot with a diameter of
2 cm appearing in a randomly selected cell of the grid. Participants
pressed the space bar after seeing the first starting value, upon
which it was replaced by the second starting value. When they
pressed the space bar again, the second starting value was erased
and the first updating operation was displayed immediately. The
stimuli of the updating phase were a red arrow 2.5 cm in length for
the spatial task and a 50-ms tone for the numerical task. The arrow
appeared in the center cell of the grid and pointed one of eight
possible directions; participants were to mentally shift the position
of the dot into the next cell in the indicated direction. Arrows were
selected at random with the constraints that the dot never move
outside the limits of the grid, and that two consecutive arrows
never point in the same direction. The tone was a high (800 Hz) or
a low (200 Hz) frequency tone. A high tone meant that the current
value of the digit had to be incremented by 2, and a low tone meant
that it had to be decremented by 1. The tones were chosen at
random with the constraint that the current digit value never
exceed the limits of 1 to 9. The updating stage included seven,
eight, or nine operations for each task, the sequence length being
determined at random for each trial to prevent participants from
anticipating the end of the trial.

The sequential condition started with a complete updating se-
quence of seven to nine updating cycles of one task (which was
randomly selected from trial to trial) and was immediately fol-
lowed by the updating sequence of the same number of cycles of
the other task. The alternating condition consisted of seven to nine
pairs of alternating updating cycles of each task. In the simulta-
neous condition, the seven to nine updating operations of both
tasks were displayed at the same time. Participants worked in a
self-paced modus through the updating stage by pressing the space
bar when they had completed one operation (in the sequential and
the alternating conditions) or both operations (in the simultaneous
condition).

At the end of the updating stage, participants were asked to
recall the final value of the numerical task and the final position of
the dot for the spatial task in a random order. They typed the final
digit on the keyboard and clicked with the mouse on the final dot
position in the grid. Feedback was displayed with the German
words for “correct” and “wrong” after each answer. With another
hit of the space bar, participants initiated the next trial. At the end
of one session the participants received summary feedback, includ-
ing their mean RT and percent correct for each task.

All participants trained for a minimum of eight phases, includ-
ing eight sessions of the sequential condition and eight sessions of
the simultaneous condition. One phase consisted of three sessions
in the training that included the alternating condition and two
sessions in the training without the alternating condition. We
handled this inequality in overall practice opportunity in the fol-
lowing way. For each individual who practiced in the condition
without alternating training, we analyzed the data with respect to
the criterion for perfect time sharing after eight phases. If perfect
time sharing was not reached for a participant, we increased his or
her practice to 12 phases, resulting in the same amount of overall
practice (i.e., 24 sessions or 7,680 trials) as was had by participants
in the group that practiced on a schedule including the alternating
condition. In addition, 1 older participant (Participant 2) in the
group with the alternating condition also received 11 phases of
training instead of just 8 phases. We decided to continue practice
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for three more phases with this participant because the results
looked very promising in terms of reaching the criterion of perfect
parallel processing after 8 phases of practice.

Participants were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately
as possible and were rewarded for doing so. They earned one credit
point for each percentage point of accuracy above 90% and lost
one point for each percentage point they fell below 90%. For each
session in which their mean latency was faster than that in the
previous session of the same training condition, they received five
credit points. For each credit point the participant received 5 cents
on top of the basic reimbursement. The current total credit points
was shown as part of the performance feedback at the end of each
session.

Results

We lost the data of 1 older participant for one session (i.e.,
Session 13, sequential condition) because of an error in data
recording. We decided not to exclude the participant because he
experienced the practice effect for that session. The mean RTs and
percent errors for this session were interpolated from a power
function fit to the data of the available sessions in which the
sequential condition was run, separately for the spatial and the
numerical task.

The first five trials in each session, as well as RTs from incorrect
trials, were excluded from further analysis. RTs less than 200 ms
were regarded as anticipations and therefore discarded. RTs that
surpassed the individual’s mean by three standard deviations
within each session and condition were excluded. Within each
updating sequence, the first operation for each task was eliminated
because it was associated with a switch from one task to the other
in the sequential condition. The remaining RTs were aggregated
within trials. This was done separately for the spatial and the
numerical tasks in the sequential and the alternating conditions; in
the simultaneous condition, there was only one RT for each pair of
operations. We first discuss the analysis of the RTs and the percent
error data for the sequential condition and then present the analysis
of dual-task costs. Effect sizes are partial eta squares (�2

p), re-
flecting the proportion of variance accounted for by the effect
relative to the sum of its variance and the error variance. The alpha
level for all statistical tests was set to .05.

Single-Task Analysis

RTs from the sequential condition were submitted to an analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with age and training schedule (with vs.
without alternating condition) as between-subject factors and task
(numerical vs. spatial) and phase (eight training phases) as within-
subject factors. The numerical task RTs (M � 940 ms, SD � 307)
were significantly longer than the spatial task RTs (M � 787,
SD � 318), F(1, 20) � 8.66, p � .008, �2

p � .30, and older adults
showed longer RTs than younger adults (older, M � 1,131 ms,
SD � 163; younger, M � 597 ms, SD � 94), F(1, 20) � 86.79,
p � .001, �2

p � .81. Participants became faster through training,
F(1, 20) � 283.73, p � .001, �2

p � .93 (linear contrast). Older
people benefited slightly more from training than the younger
people as shown by a marginal linear contrast interaction of age
with phase, F(1, 20) � 5.51, p � .029, �2

p � .22.

In an analogous ANOVA with percent errors of the numerical
and the spatial tasks in the sequential condition, the only signifi-
cant main effect was the effect of training phase, F(2.803,
56.057) � 7.43, p � .001, �2

p � .27.1 There was also a significant
Task � Phase � Age interaction, F(3.887, 77.740) � 2.95, p �
.026, �2

p � .13. This was due to different practice effects on the
two tasks for the two age groups. The older group had larger
practice gains for the spatial task, and the younger group for the
numerical task. There were no other significant effects. This means
that young and older adults had equal mean accuracy levels, and
the additional training in the alternating condition had no influence
on accuracy in the sequential condition.

Dual-Task Analysis

On the basis of the rationale for the predictions of the parallel
processing model for RTs in the simultaneous condition discussed
above, we computed a criterion of parallel processing from the
RTs of the sequential condition. For each trial in the sequential
condition, we paired each RT of the numerical task with the RT of
the spatial task in the corresponding position in the updating
sequence, beginning with the second position. That is, the second
numerical RT was matched with the second spatial RT of the same
trial, the third numerical RT with the third spatial RT, and so on.
For each pair, we selected the longer RT. This procedure simulated
what would happen if participants conducted the two matched
operations in parallel without any change in their speed and
pressed the space bar when both tasks were completed, as they had
to do in the simultaneous condition. This procedure yielded a
distribution of maximum latencies in the sequential condition,
called max(seq). The max(seq) RTs were averaged for each par-
ticipant and each phase to obtain a prediction of the mean RTs in
the simultaneous condition for the same participant and phase. The
RTs measured in the simultaneous condition were compared to the
max(seq) RTs to test whether the two operations in the simulta-
neous condition had been completed as fast as would have been
predicted from a model of parallel processing without interference
(i.e., perfect time sharing). Dual-task costs were computed for each
phase as the difference between mean RTs in the simultaneous
condition and mean max(seq) RTs.

To test whether dual-task costs were different for older and
younger adults, we compared dual-task costs for the first and the
last training phases. Because the maximum number of phases was
individually adjusted for the group without the alternating condi-
tion (and for 1 older participant in the group with the alternating
condition), the ordinal number of the last training phase ranged
from the 8th to the 12th phase. The older adults in the training
without the alternating condition received more opportunity to
practice the sequential and the simultaneous conditions than the
young adults: All older adults in this training condition practiced
for 12 phases, whereas 3 out of 6 young adults trained for 12
phases. Figures 1 and 2 show the practice data (RTs and percent
errors) for the simultaneous condition and the prediction for par-
allel processing, subdivided by training opportunity group (8 or 12
phases).

1 Noninteger degrees of freedom arise from the Greenhouse-Geisser
correction.
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Dual-task costs were analyzed through an ANOVA with age and
training schedule as between-subject factors and practice (first vs.
last phase) as a within-subject factor. The practice effect as well as
the effect of age were significant, F(1, 20) � 39.19, p � .001,
�2

p � .66, and F(1, 20) � 12.34, p � .002, �2
p � .38, respec-

tively. The effect of training with or without the alternating con-
dition had no effect on the dual-task costs, F � 1. There was a
small tendency for the older adults to gain more from practice, as
was reflected by an interaction of age and practice, F(1, 20) �
3.87, p � .063, �2

p � .16. This would be expected from a constant
proportional slowing factor relating older adults’ RTs to those of
young adults across all levels of practice (cf. Cerella, 1985)—
practice would be expected to produce equivalent proportional
reductions of RTs in the two age groups, implying larger absolute
gains for the older group. To account for proportional slowing, we
log-transformed the RTs of the simultaneous condition and the
max(seq) RTs and subsequently computed the dual-task costs as
the difference of the log-transformed RT data. In an ANOVA with
the log-based dual-task costs, the main effect of age was signifi-
cant, F(1, 20) � 6.43, p � .020, �2

p � .24, as was the effect of
training phase, F(1, 20) � 26.41, p � .001, �2

p � .57. The
interaction of these two factors was far from reaching significance,
F(1, 20) � 0.15, p � .705, �2

p � .01.
For the accuracy data, we conducted a 2 (age) � 2 (training

schedule) � 2 (task) � 2 (processing condition) � 2 (phase)
ANOVA. The effects of processing condition, age, and training
schedule were not significant, F � 1. There was a large practice

effect, F(1, 20) � 47.83, p � .001, �2
p � .71. The two tasks were

equal in accuracy, F(1, 20) � 1.62, p � .218, �2
p � .08. There was

an interaction of age and task. The younger adults showed lower
accuracy for the spatial task than the older adults, F(1, 20) � 6.12,
p � .022, �2

p � .23. The task factor also interacted with process-
ing condition, F(1, 20) � 5.40, p � .031, �2

p � .21, showing that
in the simultaneous condition numerical accuracy was higher than
spatial accuracy, whereas in the sequential condition the two tasks
did not differ in accuracy.

Qualitative Analysis of Parallel Processing Ability

For each participant individually, we determined whether he or
she reached the criterion of parallel processing over the training
phases. We therefore compared the RTs of the simultaneous con-
dition with the corresponding criterion of parallel processing,
max(seq). T tests were conducted for each participant for each
training phase, using the mean RTs of each trial as cases. We
concluded that there were no dual-task costs on RTs if the RTs of
the simultaneous condition were statistically indistinguishable
from the criterion of parallel processing. We also inspected the
accuracy data for dual-task costs. We computed chi-square tests
for each individual and each phase to test for significant differ-
ences in the numbers of errors between the simultaneous and
sequential conditions in each training phase. We classified the
participants into serial or parallel processors according to the
following criteria.

Figure 1. Training data of the young (Y) and older (O) participants who trained for the whole of 8 training
phases. Mean reaction times (top panel) for the simultaneous condition and predictions from the criterion of
parallel processing were computed from the maximum sequential reaction times, by training phase. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean. Percentage of errors (bottom panel) for each training phase were averaged
over task (numerical, spatial) for the simultaneous (sim) and the sequential (seq) conditions.
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We considered each participant’s last three training phases and
determined whether the RTs in the simultaneous condition reached
the computed criterion of parallel processing given by the
max(seq) RTs without any speed–accuracy trade-off. This means
that we disregarded phases in which the criterion was reached but
at the same time the participant committed significantly more
errors in the simultaneous condition than in the sequential condi-
tion. We also disregarded phases in which the criterion of parallel
processing was not met but at the same time there were signifi-
cantly more errors in the sequential than in the simultaneous
condition. After discounting these phases, we applied the follow-
ing criterion: If in two of the last three phases a participant met the
criterion of parallel processing, then he or she was classified as a
parallel processor. Otherwise he or she was classified as a serial
processor. The results can be seen in Table 1.2 Nine of the 12
young participants were able to process the two tasks in parallel.
None of the older participants showed parallel processing. This
difference in the frequency of parallel processors between the
younger and the older groups was significant, �2(1, N � 24) �
14.400, p � .001.

Discussion

The purpose of this article was to investigate whether older
adults could acquire the skill of performing two cognitive opera-
tions in working memory at the same time. A majority of young
adults have been shown to reach the criterion of parallel processing

after extensive practice (Oberauer & Kliegl, 2004). The present
findings with 6 more young adults replicated this result, and in
addition showed that the inclusion of the alternating condition in
the training protocol was not necessary to achieve parallel pro-
cessing. The answer to our main question is clear: None of the
older adults acquired parallel processing skills. Figures 1 and 2
show that older adults did not even come close to reaching the
criterion of parallel processing.

Could it be that older adults simply needed more training to
arrive at the same level of dual-task performance as young adults?
In principle, there is no way to rule out this conjecture; for any
finite amount of practice given to older adults, the possibility
remains that more practice would eventually eliminate dual-task
costs. We believe that moderately more practice for the older

2 Participant 5 of the group with the alternating training condition was
classified as a parallel processor by Oberauer and Kliegl (2004), but for the
present study had to be reclassified as a serial processor. This was due to
a different RT-trimming method used by Oberauer and Kliegl, which was
responsible for the different RT test statistics in the t tests. They also took
into account additional data of a posttraining experiment (Experiment 1b)
in which Participant 5 showed further evidence of parallel processing.
Participant 6 of the same group would have been classified as a parallel
processor according to the criteria of the current study but was classified as
serial processor by Oberauer and Kliegl because of persistent failure to
meet the criterion of parallel processing in the posttraining experiment. We
therefore classified this participant as serial here, too.

Figure 2. Training data of the young (Y) and older (O) participants who trained for the whole of 12 training
phases. Mean reaction times (top panel) for the simultaneous condition and predictions from the criterion of
parallel processing were computed from the maximum sequential reaction times, by training phase. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean. Percentage of errors (bottom panel) for each training phase were averaged
over task (numerical, spatial) for the simultaneous (sim) and the sequential (seq) conditions.
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adults would not have changed the results concerning parallel
processing, because this group’s dual-task costs did not decrease
over the last three phases of practice, as shown by a linear trend
that was far from significant, F(1, 20) � 0.56, p � .471, �2

p � .05.
Furthermore, we fit power functions to the dual-task costs of each
older adult through Phases 1 to 8 (i.e., the range of phases available
from all participants). We then extrapolated the function using the
mean across individuals of the best fitting parameters to obtain the
number of phases needed for an average older adult to achieve
dual-task costs equivalent to the average dual-task cost of younger
adults at training Phase 8 (i.e., 30 ms). According to this extrap-
olation, older adults would have needed 119 phases of practice to
reach the level of dual-task performance that young adults reached
after 8 phases.

Our results are broadly consistent with the findings of meta-
analyses of age differences in dual-task costs (Riby et al., 2004;
Verhaeghen et al., 2003) in that we found significant age differ-

ences in dual-task costs. Our results go beyond previous findings
in several ways. First, they demonstrate that age-related deficits in
combining two tasks persist after practice. Second, they show age
differences in dual-task costs in the context of a paradigm with a
high degree of control over the timing of individual cognitive
operations. This paradigm enabled us to determine whether cog-
nitive operations of the two tasks were actually conducted in
parallel, as opposed to rapid switching between them. Third, we
discovered what appears to be a qualitative difference between the
approaches of young and older adults to dual-task requirements.
Most young adults make a transition from serial to parallel pro-
cessing over practice, at least with the present combination of
tasks. Older adults apparently do not make this transition.

Theories assuming a central bottleneck (Pashler, 1994) have
difficulty with our observation of vanished dual-task costs for the
younger adults. The conception of a bottleneck always predicts
dual-task costs in RTs under most conditions. There are, however,

Table 1
Classification of Participants as Parallel or Serial Processors

Training condition

Phase

Parallel
processor

Last—2 Last—1 Last

Dual-task
costs in

RT

Condition with
significantly
more errors

Dual-task
costs in

RT

Condition with
significantly
more errors

Dual-task
costs in

RT

Condition with
significantly
more errors

Young

Without alternating
1 — seq — — � seq �
2 — — � — — — �
3 — — — sim — seq �
4 � — � — — — —
5 — — — — � seq �
6 — — — sim — — �

With alternating
1 — — — — — — �
2 — — — — — — �
3 — seq � — — — �
4 — — — — — — �
5 � — � — — — —
6 — — — — � — —

Older

Without alternating
1 � seq � seq � — —
2 � — � — � — —
3 � — � — � — —
4 � — — — � — —
5 � — � — � — —
6 � — � — � — —

With alternating
1 � — � — � — —
2 � — � — � — —
3 � — � — � — —
4 � — � — � — —
5 � sim � — � — —
6 � — � — � — —

Note. A dash represents no significant differences between max(seq) and simultaneous conditions. A plus sign represents significantly longer reaction
times (RTs) in the simultaneous condition than max(seq), reflecting dual-task costs. Significant differences in error rates were observed in both directions:
seq means that more errors were made in the sequential condition, whereas sim reflects more errors in the simultaneous condition. In the Parallel processor
column, a plus sign means that the participant was classified as a parallel processor, and a dash signifies that he or she was classified as a serial processor.
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two scenarios in which the bottleneck theory can predict virtually
zero dual-task costs. First, practice can be argued to automatize
one or both tasks, thereby enabling them to bypass the bottleneck
and eliminating dual-task costs completely. Second, the bottleneck
could become latent (Ruthruff et al., 2003). The latent bottleneck
refers to a situation in which the pre-bottleneck stage of one task
is at least as long as the pre- and bottleneck stages of the other task
combined, so that the two tasks never compete for the bottleneck.
A latent bottleneck is more likely when the two bottleneck stages are
rather short, which minimizes the probability of their temporal over-
lap. Shortening of bottleneck stages is assumed to result from practice
(Ruthruff, Johnston, & Van Selst, 2001). Both of these scenarios,
therefore, assume that practice on the individual tasks reduces the time
each of them demands the bottleneck—either to zero according to the
automatization account, or to a very small amount of time according
to the latent bottleneck account. It is important to note that both
scenarios predict that practice on the tasks separately is sufficient to
achieve that effect. To test this prediction, Oberauer and Kliegl (2004;
Experiment 2) practiced one group of participants on the dual-task
combination of numerical and spatial updating (as in the present
study) and another group on single-task conditions of these tasks for
the same overall amount of practice. Only the group practicing the
dual-task condition showed substantially diminished dual-task costs,
ruling out the automatization and the latent-bottleneck account for the
present paradigm.

How can we explain the age differences in dual-task performance
observed here? In our previous work (Oberauer & Kliegl, 2004), we
argued that in most contexts central cognitive operations are per-
formed serially because the executive system has a default setting for
avoiding temporal overlap between those operations. The system
holds only one task set, that is one mapping between input and output
representations, in an operative state at any time. In typical choice RT
tasks, the input representation is the imperative stimulus, and the
output representation is the overt reaction. In our paradigm, the input
representation was the digit or spatial position that was selected by the
focus of attention in working memory (Oberauer, 2003), and the
response representation was the new working memory content gen-
erated by the arithmetic operation or the spatial shift operation, re-
spectively. Task sets in an operative state serve as a prepared reflex
(Hommel, 1998), which means that they automatically generate the
appropriate output representation for any input representation that
enters the focus of attention.

Parallel processing requires holding more than one task set in an
operative state, and doing so raises the risk of cross-talk: the input
meant for one task set could trigger the output of the other task set
(Logan & Gordon, 2001). To avoid such cross-talk, the executive
system strongly prefers having only one task set in operative mode at
any time.

This preference can be overridden in favorable circumstances:
When the input representations of the two tasks to be combined are
very different, there is virtually no danger of cross-talk: Numerical
values can hardly be moved in space (unless they are represented
in analogue fashion, such as positions on a number line), and dot
positions cannot be transformed through arithmetic operations.
With practice on a specific task combination, the executive system
might notice that the risk of cross-talk is minimal and abandon the
serial-processing constraint.

Older adults’ executive systems, however, seem to be more
conservative than those of young adults, in that they do not relax

the serial-processing constraint even in very favorable conditions
and with prolonged practice. This conclusion resonates with the
conclusion of Glass et al. (2000), that young adults tend to operate
with a “daring” scheduling strategy in dual-task situations,
whereas older adults tend to follow a more conservative strategy.
The use of more conservative executive strategies by older adults
when dealing with dual-task situations has also been suggested by
the findings of Mayr and Liebscher (2001). They tested young and
older participants in a task-switching paradigm that at some point
in a block of trials was turned into a single-task paradigm by
removing one of the two tasks permanently. Young adults’ RTs
quickly dropped to the level of RTs in purely single-task blocks,
whereas older adults’ RTs remained above single-task RTs until
the end of the block. The authors interpreted their findings as a
general difficulty for older adults with switching from a high-
control processing mode to a low-control processing mode. This
interpretation is supported by recent research (Spieler, Mayr, &
LaGrone, 2006) showing that older adults continue to look at
visually displayed task cues after one task has been removed and
the cue has thereby become uninformative.

The conservatism of older adults’ executive settings appears to
not be limited to dual-task combinations. In a related field, mod-
eling of RT distributions in speeded-choice tasks, there is mount-
ing evidence that older adults have more conservative response
criteria; that is, they tend to trade lower speed for higher accuracy
(Oberauer, 2005; Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon, 2001, 2004; Smith
& Brewer, 1995). Similarly, Touron and Hertzog (2004) investi-
gated the switch from a slow but safe visual scanning strategy to
a faster but potentially risky retrieval strategy in a word-matching
task. Older adults hesitated longer than young adults to switch to
the retrieval strategy. This reluctance on the part of the older
people could not be attributed to a memory deficit or to metacog-
nitive factors such as a general low memory self-concept or
failures in monitoring memory accuracy.

At present it is unclear to what degree the conservatism of execu-
tive settings is under an individual’s control—we did not instruct
older adults to try and achieve parallel processing but rather rewarded
better performance regardless of how it was achieved. We doubt that
simply instructing older adults to “let go” would be sufficient to pave
the way for a transition into parallel processing mode, but a more
elaborate training aimed specifically at encouraging older adults to try
a more daring scheduling strategy might be more successful than the
present study in coaching older adults into parallel processing. One
potential way of inducing a more daring strategy for older adults could
be use of a computer-paced version of the present paradigm with an
adaptive schedule that forces older adults to abandon the conservative
strategy in favor of a daring task-overlapping strategy to keep up with
the pace.3

3 Another approach to dual-task training that specifically addresses
people’s executive control is the training schedule employed by Kramer et
al. (1995), in which task emphasis was varied across blocks. A recent study
by Bherer et al. (2005), however, did not replicate the beneficial effect of
varied-emphasis over constant-emphasis training. Bherer et al. argued that
varied-emphasis practice is beneficial only in dual-task combinations of
tasks with many degrees of freedom for when to perform which cognitive
operation on which task. The present paradigm intentionally reduced
degrees of freedom to a minimum, and therefore we are not optimistic
about the prospects of varied-emphasis training for our paradigm.
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To conclude, our results show that a substantial proportion of
young adults can achieve parallel processing of two cognitive
operations through practice, whereas older adults apparently re-
main in serial-processing mode throughout practice. The qualita-
tive age differences in dual-task performance observed in this
study can be explained by a more conservative setting of executive
control parameters. As such, they might reflect a general conser-
vatism of executive control in old age.
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